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The keys to communication, team building and
performance in a virtual world
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are developed over time, not overnight. As many leaders move to

virtual leadership model it is important to recognize that while

some traditional leadership skills may be transferable, others will

need to be enhanced and new ones learned. Learning new ways

to lead also takes time, diligence, and a desire to adapt to our

changing world. With a new world comes new challenges. In this

guide you will learn about the five top challenges that virtual

leaders face and three recommended solutions for each. Some

seem simple. Don’t discount their effectiveness just because they

are simple.  They work. 

 

Let’s get started!
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Many virtual teams cite communication as one of their greatest challenges.
They lack the normal informal, everyday face to face communication, which
often results in fragmented communication or miscommunication. The team
members often feel on an island and can go for days without interaction with
their supervisor or each other which can lead to a feeling of isolation.
Ineffective communication is the main factor hindering team cohesiveness,
effectiveness and decision making. Faced with this virtual team communication
challenge, virtual leaders can do the following three things to hit this challenge
head on.

Follow up on directives to ensure full understanding. The US military uses this
technique to avoid any misunderstandings. They follow up on every communication
to make sure information is received and understood. 
  
The frequency of a leaders’ communication a leader’s responsiveness
to questions and comments is critical to effective communication.  Interact with your
virtual team as a group and individually frequently. Communicate with predictability.
Humans like certainty. Set up a schedule. It works.
 
Schedule 1:1 calls and ask questions to enhance communication with your team
members. What project are you excited about? What is one thing you are concerned
about? What is one thing I can do to help you with your job? What is one thing you
can commit to improve at your job?
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Employee engagement is more important than ever. Why? Because teams are
spread out and unable to physically engage with each other. Also, with teams
out of sight, a leader has the challenge of not being able to doesn’t “observe”
engagement as they would historically.  Employee engagement has been linked
to many benefits such as overall employee well-being, loyalty, productivity,
creativity, and team cohesiveness.  A cohesive, engaged team is a successful
team. How can leaders keep their virtual teams fully engaged? Here are three
tips:

One of the most effective ways to engage your team is by being
fully engaged yourself.  Many behaviors are mimicked by employees simply by
observing the leader. Check yourself. How engaged are you? How do your employees
know you are engaged?

Host multiple “fun” virtual meetings, whether a lunch or happy hour. Solicit ideas and
have fun with it. Go around the virtual room and ask each employee what the
funniest thing that has happened while they have been virtual. Have each team
member take the team on a virtual tour of their house. Have a laugh and watch
engagement increase. This may seem like a no brainer.  It is but continues to be
missed as a critical part of keeping teams engaged.

Have frequent touch points. This also may seem like a no brainer but reaching out to
employees to just talk about life is impactful when engaging virtual employees. Ask
them how they are handling the transition to virtual, what kind of projects are they
most enjoying right now. Make and deepen the personal connection. Try it.
See what happens.
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Teambuilding is a term to describe various types of activities, usually fun and
uplifting, used to strengthen social relations and define roles within teams,
often involving collaborative tasks. The benefits of virtual team building include
improved team collaboration, increased communication, increased job
satisfaction, measurable increase in retention, happy remote employees,
productive remote teams, improved relationships between managers and
employees.  What is a virtual leader to do to achieve teambuilding in a
virtual world? Have no fear. There are many websites offering endless ideas on
virtual teambuilding activities. You or your team can come up with your own to
try.

Here are a few ideas:

Host a virtual team game

 
Community coffee breaks can add to teambuilding and engagement just as if they
were done in person.

Checkout the many virtual teambuilding activities at
https://biz30.timedoctor.com/virtual-team-building/

BONUS TIP: By asking two team members to work together on a teambuilding exercise, you
can achieve multiple benefits, teambuilding, partnering, productivity, trust, and engagement.
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Trust is hard enough when you lead your team in person. Developing a team
that trusts each other and the leader can be a challenge. Researchers
confirmed that team trust in virtual teams overall positively correlates to team
effectiveness criteria such as team-related attitudes, information processing in
teams, and team performance (Breuer et al., 2016)

Set guidelines and ground rules and keep them. While it may seem, employees want
to go wild without rules and boundaries, the opposite is true.  When a leader stays
consistent with the rules and expectations, they set then others know what to expect
and trust is earned.

For teams to trust the leader, the leader must trust the team. As we continue in the
virtual experience, resist the temptation to micromanage every single act of each
team member. Micromanagement implies distrust and it feeds feelings of frustration.
Give assignments with timeline and clear instructions and allow employees to do
their jobs. Let me repeat, let employees do their jobs.

Proactively encourage personal trust among team members by touting and sharing
each team members competencies. Assign dual projects. Personal trust is needed for
employees to go the extra mile for one another.
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Regardless of the industry, virtual leaders have little choice but to become
technology experts. Yikes! If you expect your teams to perform their jobs
virtually, then you, as the leader, must be a tech whiz! There are several ways
to get to “expert” level in a jiffy. A concept worth thinking on is how much
information is retained when we, as leaders, teach it.  Teach, teach, teach!  You
will become fluent in every area of tech that impacts you or your team. Here
are some additional ways to be the end all be all resource for your team.

Set up regularly scheduled tech trainings. Whether its how to operate zoom
effectively or how to do a demo, get it on the calendar and keep to a consistent
training schedule.

Ask team members to take the lead and take turns giving a demo or sharing new
information.

Set up an escalation channel in case an employee runs into a tech problem that needs
attention.
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BONUS TIP: Not everyone is a video star. Build in video and speaking skills training to help
employees build their public speaking and sales skills.



This is what its all about, right? Profit, productivity, meeting and exceeding
goals, closing deals, growth, and making money. These are the topics of leader
conversations daily.  What happens to productivity and goal getting
when teams are virtual.  What should be done to continue growth trajectories?
Here are a few approaches to try:

Ensuring that a virtual team stays productive will never be easy. Work output in these
work structures all comes down to the processes and tools in place. Check, are your
processes and tools in place? Do they work? Lousy communication, inconsistent
protocols, disengaged employees, and gray areas are things that will doom any
remote team. If you can work out these details and trust your employees to follow
the rules, having remote teams will certainly deliver many benefits.

When having video conferencing meetings,
have each employee on camera.

Break goals down into smaller goals and create and celebrate milestones.
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BONUS TIP: Employees that feel appreciated will always go above and beyond regardless if
they are virtual or not.  Make time to convey your appreciating to your team.  This simple
action can reap many rewards.



Joanna has over 25 years of sales and leadership experience
in the healthcare industry including long-term care, hospice,
home health care, assisted living, infusion, psychiatry, and
pediatrics. Joanna’s expertise is in leadership development,
coaching, business development and customer/employee
engagement with a special emphasis on emotional Intelligence and
how it impacts organizational objectives.   

Joanna has served in senior leadership roles for large healthcare
organizations and continues to have a passion for sales, coaching
and developing leaders.

Her consulting experience has expanded into industries other than
healthcare including technology, consumer services, energy, and
work safety.

As a Dale Carnegie graduate, Joanna uses the principles she learned
In the Dale Carnegie program to connect with and inspire her
clients. As one client stated “Joanna’s authentic style of leading is
refreshing. She actively engages each person she works with in a
productive way to achieve results".

She lives in Atlanta where she enjoys painting, gardening, and hiking
with her dogs.
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Feeling stuck in taking your virtual leadership to the next
level? Have that “one thing” that you feel like you just can’t
break through? Maybe it’s communication with your
employees, fighting isolation working from home, or
keeping your team accountable in a virtual landscape.

I can help.

For a limited time I’m offering free 30 minute Virtual
Leader Get Unstuck Sessions. Come to this call with your
biggest virtual leadership challenge and leave with an
actionable plan to overcome that challenge.

I only have a few spots available, so be sure to book your
session before they run out.
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https://calendly.com/poweredbypera/30min

